
MILITARY

THRILLERS

Thrilling picks for readers who crave
action stories and war-espionage plots.

 

Steel Fear                                                                                       F Web
by Brandon Webb & John David Mann
An aircraft carrier adrift with a crew the size of a small town. A killer
in their midst, and the disgraced Navy SEAL who must track him
down.

2034: A Novel of the Next World War                                        F Ack
by Elliot Ackerman
A chillingly authentic geopolitical thriller that imagines a naval clash
between the US and China in the South China Sea in 2034.

Countdown to Midnight                                                                 F Bro
by Dale Brown
Former U.S. Air Force officer Nick Flynn is caught up in a shadow war
against allied Russia and Iran - a duo wielding a terrifying new
weapon.

Burner                                                                                              F Gre
by Mark Greaney
Court Gentry is caught between the Russian mafia and the CIA in this
latest electrifying thriller in the Gray Man series. 

Never                                                                                                 F Fol
by Ken Follett
A shrinking oasis in the Sahara Desert; a stolen US Army drone; an
uninhabited Japanese island; and one country's secret stash of deadly
chemical poisons: all these play roles in a relentlessly escalating crisis.

The Russia Account                                                                       F Coo
by Stephen Coonts
Burglar-turned-CIA-officer Tommy Carmellini finds himself assigned
to a French-led European Anti-Terrorism Task Force after Islamic
extremists attack and burn a wing of the Louvre Museum in Paris.

Hellburner                                                                                        F Cus
by Clive Cussler & Mike Maden
Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon must track down a nuclear
torpedo before it unleashes World War III in this electrifying new
installment of the #1 New York Times bestselling series.

With a Mind to Kill                                                                          F Hor
by Anthony Horowitz
It is M's funeral. One man is missing from the graveside: the traitor
who pulled the trigger and who is now in custody, accused of M's
murder--James Bond.

Enemy at the Gates                                                                         F Fly
by Vince Flynn & Kyle Mills
Mitch Rapp, the CIA's top operative, searches for a high-level mole
with the power to rewrite the world order in this riveting thriller.

The Russian                                                                                     F Coe
by Ben Coes
As the brutal Russian mafia becomes the most powerful and deadly
criminal enterprise in the U.S., it's up to covert operative Rob Tacoma
to fight back.
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Arctic Storm Rising                                                                      F Bro
by Dale Brown
First in a new series, U.S. Air Force intelligence officer Nick Flynn is on
the hunt for Russian commandos in the mountains of Alaska.

Red Winter                                                                                     F Cla
by Tom Clancy & Marc Cameron
 A young Jack Ryan goes behind the Iron Curtain to seek the truth
about a potential Soviet defector.

Dark Vector                                                                                   F Cus
by Clive Cussler & Graham Brown
Kurt Austin must find a vanished ship and stave off a global
catastrophe, relying on a band of pirates to keep them out of the
hands of Chinese and Russian cyber hackers.

The Island                                                                                      F Coe
by Ben Coes
CIA operative Dewey Andreas is America's last line of defense when
terrorists take over Manhattan, targeting the U.N. and the President
himself.

Rising Tiger                                                                                    F Tho
by Brad Thor
Deadly operative Scot Harvath faces down democracy's most
powerful enemy in this white-knuckle thriller. 

Armored                                                                                         F Gre
by Mark Greaney
Elite bodyguard/mall cop, Joshua Duffy is one of the world's most
elite operatives and is pulled back into the fight after losing a limb.

The Silent Sisters                                                                         F Dug
by Robert Dugoni
An American sleeper cell in Russia goes silent--and it's one man's
duty to find them.

Box 88                                                                                          F Cum
by Charles Cumming
Lachlan Kite is a member of BOX 88, an elite transatlantic black ops
outfit -- but even the best spy can't anticipate every potential threat
in a world where dangerous actors lurk around every corner.

Sea Hawke                                                                                      F Bel
by Ted Bell
Gentleman spy and MI6 legend Alex Hawke is sailing into trouble
when an around-the-world journey becomes a fight against terror. 

Red Warning                                                                                   F Qui
by Matthew Quirk
A CIA agent must track down a Russian deep cover operative hiding
in D.C. before he can put a devastating, decades-old plot into motion.     

Black Ice                                                                                         F Tho
by Brad Thor
The new Cold War is about to go hot in this spy thriller.
                                                     

The Treadstone Transgression                                                        F Lud
by Robert Ludlum & Joshua Hood
A blown mission and a dead team leave Adam Hayes the last loose
thread in a tapestry of betrayal in this latest high stakes international
thriller from the world of Robert Ludlum.

Omega Rules                                                                                         F Lus
by Eric Lustbader
Once a black-ops field agent, Evan Ryder returns to uncover an
international conspiracy against American democracy. 

Legacy of War                                                                                      F Smi
by Wilbur A. Smith
Legacy of War is a nail-biting story of courage, bravery, rebellion and
war. The Sequel to Courtney's War.

The Persian Gamble                                                                            F Ros
by Joel C. Rosenberg
An international thriller about a terrifying nuclear alliance among three
world powers--Russia, Iran, and North Korea--and the man who must
halt their deadly strategy.

Kingdom of Bones                                                                                 F Rol
by James Rollins
To head off global catastrophe, Sigma Force must risk their lives to
uncover the shattering secret at the heart of the African continent--a
truth that will illuminate who we are as a species and where we may be
headed . . . sooner than we know.

The Sea Wolves                                                                                    F Cus
by Clive Cussler
Detective Isaac Bell battles foreign spies, German U-boats, and an old
nemesis to capture a secret technology that could alter the outcome of
World War I.

Oath of Loyalty                                                                                      F Fly
by Vince Flynn
Mitch Rapp has been exiled by the President, but may be the only one
capable of stopping a deadly plot against the White House.

Collusion                                                                                                F Gin
by Newt Gingrich
High-stakes international intrigue, adventure, betrayal and politics - this
book has it all!

The Devil's Sea                                                                                     F Cus
by Dirk Cussler
Fearless adventurer Dirk Pitt must unravel a historical mystery of great
importance before a rogue Chinese military team beats them to the
site. 

The Gatekeeper                                                                                    F Byr
by James Byrne
A highly trained team of mercenaries launches a coordinated attack on
a well-guarded military contractor - but they didn't count on one thing,
the right man being in the wrong place at the right time.
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